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I. Brief Biography



Zhu Renmin is a self-taught architect who has made a significant impact on the landscape of 
contemporary China. Striving to recreate “harmony between man and earth,” Zhu’s theory and practice use 
architecture as an essential vehicle for the ecologies of the spirit, nature, and art, in a country after 
decades of breakneck economic growth has seen its environment and cultural heritage devastated.  He 
applies art-based design approach to large-scale architecture and landscape projects in underutilized and 
neglected sites in public space of cities. 
 
He has been able to create unexpected projects out of his unique visions, as in the cases of Hangzhou 
Grand Canal Gourmet Street and  “Potala at the Sea” Mount Putuo Wharf. Throughout his career, often 
city governments seeking design solution to transform challenging eyesores and environmentally damaged 
sites would turn to Zhu for creative and practical solutions. Zhu would deliver artistic and practical 
solutions with deep roots in local historical and cultural contexts. His influence went beyond specific 
projects to have direct impact on urban planning of cities.   
 
Born in the coastal province of Zhejiang as the grandson of one of the most famous Chinese artist of 20’s 
century Pan Tianshou, Zhu Renmin has studied traditional Chinese painting and calligraphy since 
childhood and has won China’s highest awards for artistic achievements in his early years. He had turned 
to architecture and landscape design as an ultimate form to practise his art and philosophy after a spiritual 
awakening moment as he lied in bed recovering from a paralyzing fall while working on a large brush ink 
painting. He decided to pursue a career as a ecological architect.  At the time Zhu started to realize that 
the most important thing for human existence in the new century was to protect the ecology. So he would 
work in the natural landscape, creating interventions that marry ecology with built environment design, in a 
way that draws inspiration from Chinese philosophy, culture and history, to reconnect human, human 
settlement and earth, to create harmony amongst them. 
 
Zhu chose architecture as a primary medium for his own artistic crusade as put forth in his own words, “ 
let architecture be the core; knead together landscape, sculpture, horticulture, literature, philosophy, and 
Zen; use the broadest scope of artistic manifestation to unite heart and object, form and spirit, human and 
nature, East and West.” 
 
He told other architects “there is not a city in the world for which the structure and substance of building 
are more important than consideration for the ecologies of the spirit, nature, and culture.” 
 
In the 1980s Zhu Renmin began working single-handedly towards fulfilling his vision, starting by 
purchasing the island of Putuo Lotus to rescue it from the local housing development system that planned 
to bulldoze the site and erect new buildings; a policy that by now has led to the disappearance of hundreds 
of islands in China. This formidable project of art and faith-based architectural and landscape rendering 
was soon followed by several major architectural projects: a section of China’s Grand Canal along the river 
Shengli in downtown Hangzhou was transformed from being an open-air sewer to a celebrated cultural and 
commercial landmark ; Mount Putuo Wharf where the enormous barren cliffs located in front of the Mount 
Putuo dock was transformed into a functioning transition center and a gathering place for the general 
public, including millions of visitors going to Mount Putuo, one of the most sacred places of pilgrimage in 
Buddhism in Asia, every year. 
 
In 1996 Zhu became dean and research director of the Landscape and Architecture Design Institute at the 
China Academy of Art, where he had taught and influenced a generation of architects and landscape 
designers in China. He is currently Director of the Joint Research Center for Ecological Restoration at 



Zhejiang University, where he is often found advising city governments on urban planning and architectural 
projects around the country with a cross-disciplinary team from the university.  
 
In the 1980s Zhu Renmin started to build the discipline of human ecological restoration, pioneering the 
aesthetic concepts of “saving the environment through art” and the theory of “spiritual, natural, and 
cultural ecologies.” For over three decades, he has toiled to rehabilitate the most forsaken of landscapes 
destroyed by man: barren beaches, deserted islands, denuded cliffs, polluted canals, desert by the Yellow 
River, deteriorating water village and highways. Zhu Renmin has written numerous articles and books on 
art based ecological restoration through built environment; completed ecological architecture and 
landscape projects worth RMB 100 billion; his architectural and landscape design work had helped cities 
to improve environment, boost economic growth and employment, and preserve local cultural heritages. 
  
In 2012, Zhu was named  “Architect of the Year” by China International Architectural Biennial(CIAB),  
backed by Ministry of Housing, Ministry of Culture of China. In 2013, Zhu became the Featured Artist at 
United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization; “Golden Autumn” (Jin qiu) on permanent display at 
FAO headquarters Flag Room, “Saving the Environment Through Art” was the first exhibition held at FAO 
headquarters honoring individual artist. 
 
“Dedicated to Master Zhu Renmin, the Leonardo da Vinci of China.” Alberto Michelini, senior adviser to 
the United Nations (G8), wrote when he visited the Zhu Renmin Art Museum in Zhejiang University in 
2012. Giovanni Cutolo, Chair of the European Golden Compass Award (ADI Compasso D’ORO) said in 
2014 when he visited Zhu’s “Potala at the Sea Mount Putuo Wharf” in Zhoushan, China said,  “The 
Pritzker Prize is not enough to recognize the work of Zhu Renmin. He ought to have an international prize 
named after himself.” Presentation of the Zhu Renmin Ecological Art Award at the Art, Ecology, and 
Economy International Forum, 2015 Milan Expo, was held in Milan’s Royal Palace and jointly organized by 
Italy state senate, Comune di Milano, Verona city government, Italy national artists Association. Cristina 
Tajani, Chief of the Milan Cultural Bureau, offered congratulations on behalf of the government. This 
award, the first of its kind to be named after a Chinese artist, was formally put into effect in February 
2017 by Gabriele Altobelli, chair of the Italian Association of Artists. 
 
An artist and changemaker at heart, Zhu Renmin chose to put his work and experience and his mastery of 
literature, painting, sculpture and calligraphy at the service of his country China and to the humanity at a 
critical moment to make an impact on the built environment and urban planning in modern China. China 
has 18% of world’s total population today, and has seen the world’s most rapid urbanization past 3 
decades since Zhu ventured into the field of architecture and urban planning from a studio artist--almost 
500 million rural Chinese people moved into cities over the last 35 years. Over the years Zhu Renmin has 
also invested over RMB 50 million of his own funds into charitable funds and founded a number of 
services for spiritual ecology and free education, while in most days he still sleeps on a camp bed in his 
studio.  
 
He has chosen architecture and landscape design as primary tools to continue his creative journey. He 
moved art out of the ivory tower so that the public may enjoy and use it. He brought traditional Chinese 
painting into the contemporary period, and expanded its use to design plans and architectural projects.  
	



II. List of Achievements



List of Achievements of Zhu Renmin 

 

• Named Ministry of Culture National Advanced Worker for forty years of 
providing free art education to children, fishermen, and university students 

• Awarded the 2017 Master of Chinese Design Medal by Chinese Building 
Design Association of the Ministries of Housing and Urban-Rural Development  

• Highest honors from the Ministry of Culture (second annual China Youth Art 
Exhibition, sixth and the seventh National Art Exhibitions, first China Art 
Festival, etc.� 

• 2014 Green Design International Contribution Award�jointly issued by the 
Chinese and European World Green Design Organizations� 

• 2015 International Ecological Design Lifetime Achievement Award and 
“Father Of Ecological renovation Design in China” (International Ecological 
Environment Design Alliance) 

• 2016 Green Zhejiang Cultural Advisor (Green Zhejiang) 

• One of Xinhua News Agency’s Top Ten Contemporaries of the Republic, 2009 

• A Top Ten Artist Leader, Eighth Annual China Age of Pride, 2009 

• 2012 Chinese Building Designer of the Year,  Ministries of Housing and 
Culture 

• 2013 Featured Artist at United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization; 
“Golden Autumn” (Jin qiu) on permanent display at FAO headquarters (Flag 
Room) (first art exhibition at FAO headquarters: Saving the Environment 
Through Art) 

• Commissioned in 2015 to create Xixi Dragon Boat Festival for FAO China field 
office in 2015; first artwork to be on permanent display at FAO 



• Co-awarded 2012 Italy International Artists Association Honorary 
Chairmanship with Deputy Speaker of Italian Parliament Vannino Chiti 

• Full-page report on Zhu Renmin in April, 9, 2010 edition of Guangming Daily 
(reprinted in People’s Daily overseas edition, abstracted in Xinhua) 

• Named Person of One World Expo, Shanghai Expo, June 19, 2010 

• “Saving the Environment Through Art—Zhu Renmin” top headline on July 1, 
2013 

• Profiled in “Tree of Art in Fertile Soil,” September 15, 2013 Full-page story, 
May 8, 2006 edition of Wen Wei Po 

• Presentation of the Zhu Renmin Ecological Art Award at the Art, Ecology, and 
Economy International Forum, 2015 Milan Expo, held in Milan’s Royal Palace 
and jointly organized by Italy state senate, Comune di Milano, Verona city 
government, Italy national artists Association. Cristina Tajani, Chief of the 
Milan Cultural Bureau, offered congratulations on behalf of the government. 
(This award, the first of its kind to be named after a Chinese artist, was 
formally put into effect in February 2017 by Gabriele Altobelli, chair of the 
Italian Association of Artists.) 

• With one other scholar, nominated for the World Civilization Prize (Lui Che 
Woo Prize) by Zhejiang University President Wu Chaohui, January 2017.  

• Named the "One Belt, One Road Green Culture Pioneer" by The UN Silk Road 
City Alliance and the China Green Foundation 



III.  Descriptions and Images  
of Work



Beijing-Hangzhou Grand Canal  
Shengli River Gourmet Street (Gushui Street) 
Hangzhou  
 
2008-2009 
 
Total land Area�11.0768 hectare 
Construction Area�7,654 sqm 
Gross Floor Area�12,096 sqm 
 
Dating back 2500 years, the Beijing-Hangzhou Grand Canal is one of the world’s most 
ancient, longest and largest canals. The canal runs north to south along 1794 km from 
Beijing to Hangzhou, crossing four provinces, two cities, and five rivers and parts of it are 
still navigable. Due to terrain and climate differences, the canal’s streamflow varies from 
section to section. In the 20th century, with the development of railway and highway 
transportation, goods were increasingly shipped via land. As water resources decreased, 
the canal fell into disrepair and only a small number of vessels transported goods along 
the canal up to the early 1950s. Several sections of the canal became an open-air waste 
dump. Most of the landscaping, architecture and culture on both sides of the canal were 
blighted by rapid economic growth and urbanization.  
 
Zhu has been always been intrigued by canals as landmarks bringing profound 
development in Chinese civilization throughout history, and had spent over a decade 
researching about  ancient canal in Hangzhou by the time the client of the project, city 
government of Hangzhou starts to seek solution for rebuilding the inner city “garbage 
river” and restore the glory of ancient canal. As in many other projects in his career, 
Zhu’s passion and years’ of research work on canal and the role of its landscape and 
architecture played in the city of Hangzhou prepared him well before the opportunity 
emerges . Right before 2008, the city government of Hangzhou were looking for ways to 
fix the eyesore of the city yet had no clue how. In fact, the client had made NO plan in 
building the project until Zhu presented his vision,, a rare exception to conventional 
urban planning process in the city. But as both the architect and the government client 
were seeking for a solution to restore heritage and transform (for practical use) the canal 
at the same time, Zhu’s proposed plan, backed by his deep knowledge in the canal and 
its role in Hangzhou’s cultural context and historical heritage  impressed the city,  which 
then decided to build the “Grand Canal Gourmet Street” project. 
 
In 2008, Zhu created a scroll painting of the Grand Canal titled “Hushu River draft” for 
the Grand Canal’s World Heritage Site application. Using the ink scroll painting as an 
blueprint for architecture design, Zhu submit the illustrated plan of the proposed Grand 
Canal project to the city government, which immediately got endorsed by the top leader 
especially the municipal party secretary. It took half a year for Zhu and team to turn the 
ink scroll vision into an architectural landscape design. The process was a unique 
combination of creative process and engineering endeavor—Zhu started from a blank 
draft, envisioning the completed project, drawing from his memories and historic 



materials in his mind, using a large number of conceptual manuscripts as creative 
materials, Zhu incorporated them into the general tone of the project, he then takes into 
account of functional architecture, landscapes and history, incl. the scale of the canal, 
actual space of buildings, specific stylistic features, flow of traffic, considerations of the 
quality of the materials to churn out a draft, in this case Zhu used Sketchup to make the 
draft of the design on a computer. After completing the basic rendering, the material 
components and the dimensions of the materials are added in the image. After the figure 
is completely rendered in Sketch Up, it’s given watercolor effects in Photoshop, to allow 
designers have a much clearer indicator of the draft stage of construction. In half a year, 
Zhu completed all the architectural designs for more than three kilometers of the canal’s 
buildings, bridges and water discharge stations. 
 
A year later, one the most lively food street in China was built on the Canal, transforming 
the open air water dump (also dubbed as “River of Garbage”) into one of “China’s top ten 
gourmet streets”. Zhu was the sole designer of all the architecture, bridges, landscape, 
and sculptures in the project. Zhu’s artistic design weaves together the past and present 
of commerce on the Grand Canal through reconstruction of all its buildings, bridges, 
landscaping and sculptures along the fouled Shengli River. The project cleaned up the 
river area, created new jobs and helped boost tourism, catering and real estate 
enterprises. The project was an instant success generating an annual revenue of 180 
million RMB right after its opening for the city and attracted millions of visitors every 
year.  
  



 

  
The Notorious Shengli River, An Open-air Waste Dump along Shengli River - Grand Canal 
before Restoration 
 

 
Master Plan of Gushui Street and Shengli River Canal  
 
  



 

  
Birds’ eye view of Gushui Street and Shengli River Canal 
 
  



 

 
Gushui Street and Shengli River Canal after Restoration  
 

 
Gushui Street and Shengli River Canal after Restoration 
  



A native from Zhejiang, Zhu was inspired by the city of Hangzhou (provincial capital of 
Zhejiang, one of the biggest metropolitan areas in China)  during the Golden Age of the 
Qing Dynasty, when most of Hangzhou’s taverns, teahouses, theaters and merchants were 
concentrated in the Gongshu Canal District. Agricultural and fishing commerce, river 
transportation, and government also flourished there during that time.   Zhu has spent 
more than a decade sorting out and revive the anecdotal details of the ancient canal. Now 
Hangzhou's Gongshu District, with its fish market, agricultural market, night market, and 
Gu Shui Street, all constantly ablaze with lights, hearkens back to the glory days of the 
Qing Dynasty. Here, the flourishing of a grand past slowly unfolds before one's 
eyes.  Thousands of boats, tens of thousands of people, rows of buildings, Gu Shui 
Street’s mix of joyful chatter and sorrow-- a century of complexity along the canal, all 
expressed within this 15-meter long site.  At the intersection of the Sheng Li River, the 
Grand Canal, and the Hong Jian River, Zhu Renmin drew a circle that bathed these 
waterways in light, softening the sharp angles of their chaotic meeting point. This scene 
of ten or so meters brings together the spirit of the city and its people. This site turned 
into the only rotunda on the Beijing-Hangzhou Grand Canal, and is also the first 
celebrated landmark of the Sheng Li River and Gu Shui Street.  
 
Zhu Renmin uses creative methods to express culture and to highlight its commercial 
aspects.   This project emphasizes the compatibility between vernacular architecture and 
modern commercial functions.  Gu Shui Street, with its striking vernacular architecture 
and sense of color, as well as its infrastructure for transportation, fire prevention, heat 
flow and waste disposal, achieves a harmonious balance of ancient folkways and modern 
features. Tourists can enjoy the sights and sounds, and commerce can thrive along the 
Grand Canal.  
 

 
Zhu’s hand sketches of the architectural layout at the intersection of Sheng Li River, the 
Grand Canal, and the Hong Jian River 
 



 
At the intersection of the Sheng Li River, the Grand Canal, and the Hong Jian River, Zhu 
Renmin drew a circle that bathed these waterways in light, softening the sharp angles of 
their chaotic meeting point. 
 
 
 
  



“Potala at the Sea” 
Mount Putuo Wharf   
 
2008-2012 
 
Total land Area�1.142 hectare 
Construction Area�6,543 sqm 
Gross Floor Area�17,605 sqm 
 
This project restored the enormous barren cliffs located in front of the Mount Putuo dock 
into a functioning transition center and a a gathering place for the general public, 
including millions of visitors going to Mount Putuo, one of the most sacred places of 
pilgrimage in Buddhism in Asia, every year. The site hosts about 7 million visitors every 
year since its completion.  
 
The local government had sought Zhu out after rounds of desperate search for solutions in 
vein, hoping for these barren cliffs to become a lush greenbelt as they’d seen Zhu had 
done on barren cliffs on highways and bridges before. The dock as a transition center for 
one of the most visited place of Buddhist Pilgrimage—Mount Putuo—would also provide 
a gathering space for the millions of people who come to worship Guanyin every 
year.  However, due to the severe devastation of the cliffs, they cannot withstand any 
landscaping, sculpting, or other such processes. To make it more challenging, the 
maximum height from ground to top was only 25 meters, hardly enough to provide room 
to create functional space. 
 
Zhu Renmin proposed to use historically coherent architectural materials that would 
connect and weave together art structures with the barren cliffs. This would give the bare 
cliffs a new look and a new function. 
 

 
Original Site Condition: Huge Cliff Destroyed by Human Activities  
 
 
  



 

 
Zhu Renmin is examining the original appearance of the ruined bare cliff. There is only a 
width of 25 meters below the steep wall for building construction 
 
Again, using Chinese painting creative envisioning process to “see” the completed 
project, Zhu Renmin approached this enormous, barren cliff many architects had 
previously shunned. He reconstructed the elements of previous dwellings and reorganized 
them into functional, linear, colorful sequential structures that harmoniously marry local 
culture and modern language. The area became a tourist spot on its own where over 7 
million people visit every year, turning a RMB 60+ mln (~USD 10mln) investment into a 
sustaining landmark achieving economic development and ecological restoration, while 
reviving cultural heritage of the area. Once again, Zhu Renmin used artistic creation and 
the smallest possible amount of funding to save the site from further ecological 
deterioration by creating an unconventional architecture landmark that presents and 
preserves local cultural heritages.  
 
In his career Zhu had always tried to carry out restoration and conservation work suited to 
the local conditions, in this case particular mountains. He believes that using 
architecture to dispel the ugliness caused by human destruction is also a way to use art 
to save ecology.  Even when it was impossible to restore the vegetation, create sculptures, 
or use other technological means of repair, Zhu Renmin employed protective 
construction, using lost stylistic elements of the island’s local homes. This not only 
helped preserve thousands of years of local architectural context, but also served to shield 
the cliffs from human destruction. Ultimately, this achieved astonishing visual and 
economic effects. 



 

 
Zhu Renmin uses Chinese painting techniques to create a bare cliff restoration program 
 
The completion of this architecture—just like “Potala Palace” on the Lotus Sea—
significantly impeded the further destruction of the barren cliffs by humans. The entire 
structure alternates between the distinct colors of white, black and gray. This pairs 
together the illusory with the real, the emptiness of the void with the concreteness of the 
tangible. The interspersing of these symbolic colors is meticulous. From an aerial 
perspective, the skyline is varied, first winding like a mountain ridge. The myriad changes 
are unlike anything else. Thousands of houses suddenly come into view. This mix of local 
dwellings is filled with faintly discernible patios, fences, ancestral shrines, Buddhist 
temples, turrets, vestibules, backyards, meeting halls, sheds. Generally speaking, here 
one can find practically all the architectural characteristics of the islands of the coastal 
Zhejiang Province.  
 
 

 
A View of the completed “Potala at the Sea” 
 



 
Bird’s eye View of “Potala Palace” 
 

 
Elevation of “Potala Palace” 
 
 

 
“Potala Palace” after cliff restoration  
 
 



 
Main Entrance and Plaza Area 
 
 

 
Architectural façade  
 
 
  



The island’s stone houses originally lacked any connection to the cliffs. However, Zhu 
Renmin used vernacular architectural elements of the island’s stone houses to 
deconstruct and reorganize it. He employed artistic methods to make it serialized and 
textured. Applying the six principles of Chinese painting, along with the traditional 
methods of construction described in “The Garden Treatise” (a monograph written during 
the Ming Dynasty)-- “airtight yet with room for a horse to move” (balanced composition, 
space, and depth); “the skill’s bearer leads the way” (practice one’s own ideas); Lady 
Gongsun’s sword dance (rhythmic vitality)-- Zhu built a seaside architectural complex rich 
in traditional culture. Authorities in the international design community have hailed it as 
“the most culturally representative and artistic Chinese building.” 
 
 

 
Vernacular Architectural Elements  
 
 
  



 
Stairs 
  



 
Stairs Leading to Another Level of Buildings and Plazas  
 
  



When Giovanni Cutolo, Chair of the ADI Compasso D’ORO (Golden Compass Award), 
visited Potala at the Sea in 2014, he marveled, “The Pritzker Prize is not enough to 
recognize the work of Zhu Renmin. He ought to have an international prize named after 
himself.”  While when Bruno Mancuso, Chair of the Italian National Parliament’s 
Environment Committee, visited the site, he remarked excitedly, “We thought before that 
the buildings in China were all skyscrapers, glass and steel. Zhu Renmin’s works amazed 
us. He has created works of art as great as Michelangelo and Leonardo da Vinci." 
 
 
  



Redesign and Building of Sea God Altar 
Daishan, China  
 
2017 
 
Total land Area�3.6 hectare 
Construction Area� 2,450 sqm 
Gross Floor Area�7,300 sqm 
 
This project is the redesign and re-building of one of the largest “sea god altar” in China. 
The “Sea God Altar” is a ceremonial site where fisherfolk on China’s coastal regions have 
historically worshipped the sea gods and dragon kings of the seas, praying for a good 
harvest and asking the gods to protect the natural marine resources. 
 
During an era in which marine ecology has suffered significant damage, and the fishing 
industry has faced a steady decline of resources, the Altar was designed to promote the 
spirit of national culture, pay respect to folk religion and customs, by establishing a place 
to celebrate the “Fishing Festival” after the fishing season ends. 
 
This grand ceremony gives thanks to the sea for its bounty, expressing gratitude to the 
dragon kings of the four seas. At the same time, the use of this folk culture would help 
develop the local economy and tourism industry, and also established a culturally and 
spiritually representative large-scale public events and community gathering venue.  
 
The city of Daishan first initiated the project in 2006, with a private investor putting in 
23 million RMB to build China’s first large-scale ceremonial sea altar. Covering an area of 
45,000 square meters, it is the only dedicated space for sea worship in the country. 
However, due to the lack of knowledge of the site’s cultural historical contexts, geography 
and landscape,  the project turned out to be a big failure as it was not well planned and 
properly designed to serve its purpose. 
 
Ten years later, as the structure became outdated and as local Daishan government was 
hoping for the site to better reflect the historical and cultural heritage of Sea God 
worshipping, Zhu Renmin was selected by local government of Daishan (client) to  
reconfigure the site plan and rebuild on the basis of the old structure a new 
architecturally and culturally proper facility.  
 
Drawing on his knowledge of maritime culture and employing traditional folk elements, 
Zhu Renmin used his rich imagination and minimal funds to re-design and renovate on 
the foundation of the largest “sea god altar” in China. This project was completed in 
2017 and costs about 7 million RMB (~1.1million USD). 
 
The local government of Daishan (client) wish to make use of the run-down and outdated 
buildings to keep the total cost within reasonable budget. Above all, the city wants to 
redesign and rebuild the architecture of the original space to elevate its cultural aspects, 



to better reflect the historical cultural and religious importance of the site.  For the client 
it was essential that this design qualifies this architectural structure for status as a local 
cultural landmark, and that it would become China’s current foremost “sacred altar.” The 
new structure was intended to combine religion, folkways, commerce and art all into one. 
Using historical folk elements as well as modern methods of construction, Zhu and team 
strive to build a classically coherent and architecturally solid and functioning work with 
least amount of capital possible, creating both cultural and economic impact.  
 
Because of the time-sensitive nature of the Fishing Festival, the site's functionality must 
be adaptable and resilient in the face of change. The site accommodates large-scale 
religious activities several times a year, and also offers a variety of daily activities such as 
tourism, leisure, tea-drinking, and so forth, helping to boost the development of the 
region’s tourism economy.  
 
 “Sea worship” is an important folk custom in China’s coastal areas.  However, after all, 
China’s national history lacks a completely intact expression of this ritual's stylistic 
elements. Well documented historical representations of marine culture are very limited. 
Zhu had to work to recover such historical elements of coastal design while also 
responding to present-day aesthetic and commercial demands.  
 
Zhu and his team had to be creative and resourceful to give a new look to the site, within 
the limits of budget and the existing building structure: they renovated and restored the 
original, derelict buildings, minimizing large-scale structural changes as much as 
possible to save cost.  
 
Zhu redesigned almost the entire structure, including the plaza, all facades, gates and 
entrances, stage, most sculptures, parking lot, and the overall landscape. 
 
Striving to achieve optimal quality, both visually and functionally, while also keeping in 
mind practical budgetary considerations, as often as possible, Zhu’s team utilized local 
materials such as black brick, blue tiles, and stones, consistently implementing them in 
artistic ways, restoring the original splendor to this beautiful and sacred space. 
 
The design of the sea altar requires for designer to taking into account local customs and 
functionality. The design of the structure’s façade emphasizes local marine culture and 
artistic elements, along with a unique sense of awe and majesty.  Zhu and his team have 
recovered, emphasized, and enlarged the most frequent and abundant elements of the 
oceans: masts, sails, the open sea, the sun, and fish, endowing them with decorative 
patterns that have made this site popular among local people. 
 
Sea worship exhibits distinct elements of folk religion: the veneration of nature, awe, the 
supplication of one's own fate, and hopes for a safe and happy life. Using the most 
simple, honest words and actions, devotees trust in the highest powers of the sea gods. 
Therefore, the project’s design works to fully reflect that. 
 



Zhu Renmin took on designing all the details of the site, for example, he drew on the 
traditional Chinese cultural elements specific to China’s coastal regions to pave the main 
square of the Sea God Altar. These elements include dragon kings, seaside mountains, 
fish, crashing waves and vivid features of local folk culture. These form the traditional 
cultural characteristics of the main square.  
 
“Sea worship” is one way that fisherfolk in Daishan, Zhejiang Province and other parts of 
China’s coastal regions venerate the dragon kings of the seas and other sea gods. Broad 
swaths of people participate in this activity. Its influence is great and it has a long, 
continuous history, and not only in the Zhoushan archipelago, where Daishan is located. 
Many fisher families practice these unique customs. They are among the most 
characteristic and popular folk customs of historical marine fishing culture in the East 
China Sea.  
 
Daishan County is a key site of worship for the east coast. For many generations, fishing 
has been Daishan’s primary industry.Every year, in the East China Sea region, Daishan 
hosts a grand ceremony to mark the end of the fishing season. The sea altar ritual actively 
promotes interest in the sea, calling on all human beings to protect and care for it, and to 
express gratitude towards it. 
 

 
Sea God Altar before Restoration  

 
Sea God Altar after Restoration  



 
Festivals are held at new Sea God Altar after restoration  
 
 

 
The completed altar has a strong folk style and the characteristics of maritime culture, a 
local landmark to history and culture.  



 
Sea God Altar Stadium  
 
  



 

 
Zhu Renmin drew elements from the traditional Chinese culture and used it for the plaza 
pavement of  Sea God Altar  
 



 
Manuscripts and Sculptures of Sea God by Zhu Renmin 
 
 
 
  



Putuo Lotus Island  
 
1996—Present 
 
Total land Area�2.6 hectare 
Construction Area�914 sqm 
Gross Floor Area�1,120 sqm 
 
 

 
Lotus island, just like a reclining Avalokitesvara, the Buddhist goddess of mercy known in 
China as Guanyin, laying on the Lotus Sea.  
 
 

 
Lotus Island is located in the East China Sea. Because of extensive exploitation, the 
island’s natural scenery and out- line were disappearing  
 
  



While China had achieved enormous growth past few decades, economic development 
has caused more than seven hundred islands to vanish due to various reasons, such as 
quarrying, merges or land reclamation, triggering damage to the marine environment as 
well as natural and cultural problems.  
 
Mount Putuo is the world's largest Guanyin Buddhist site. Lotus Island lies on the west 
side of Mount Putuo and strongly resembles Guanyin, the Goddess of Mercy, lying on her 
back in the Lotus Sea, a masterpiece of Nature.  When Zhu learned that the local 
government planned to fill up this sea surface in order to develop urban real estate, in 
which case the Guanyin shape of Lotus Island would be submerged, disappearing from 
human history, he felt heartbroken.  Powerless to persuade the city government 
otherwise, he felt he had no choice but to buy the island himself.  
 
Under this situation, in mid 1990’s Zhu purchased Lotus Island, which had almost 
disappeared because of land reclamation, thus becoming China’s first private owner of an 
island and started his long-term construction plan on this piece of treasure.  
 
The initial vision of Zhu, both the client and the designer of the project, was to construct 
the world’s largest Guanyin figure before the arrival of the new century. Because 
Buddhism is the most populous religious denomination in the world, with around 60-70% 
of Buddhists worshipping Guanyin, Zhu believed that establishing the world's largest 
Buddha on China’s easternmost point will transform China’s national destiny. 
 
The ballpoint pen sketch is a bird's-eye view of the facade. The continental shelf in front 
of the Lotus Island is very shallow. The original plan was to fill more than 500 acres of 
land, and the building would be about 20,000 square meters. The embankment would be 
200 meters long with 500 granite arhats standing along the shallow sea. With the 
fluctuations of the tide, it truly exhibits a dynamic sense of movement. This is an 
unrivaled spectacle in the history of the Chinese nation. Visually, the outline of the 
Guanyin floating in the sea and the world’s largest Guanyin compose two three-
dimensional scenes. At the time, Zhu’s fundraising and budgeting, planning, design, 
geological exploration, wind tunnel tests, and material corrosion resistance tests were all 
completed. Together, the Grand Guanyin and Lotus Island, with architecture, sculpture, 
and arhats along the sea, formed a complete, integrated design. The plan was praised 
and endorsed by the assistant director of the National Bureau of Religious Affairs, Yang 
Tongxiang.  
 
  



Just as Zhu tried his best and exhausted funds to gain experience and information on 
international large-scale art constructions such as the Eiffel Tower, the Grand Buddha of 
Tokyo, and the Statue of Liberty, China’s senior central leadership instructed him that the 
project’s plan had been denied construction permissions, due to its size and subject 
matter, and all work was suspended. As despondent as he was, Zhu did not want to 
abandon the work he had already accomplished. In the general plan proposal, he 
amended and downsized the project, he would only build the arhats, not the great 
Buddha. The total project expenses was cut from 850 million to tens of millions. Zhu 
would build a seaside Zen sculpture garden that only extends Mount Putuo’s Buddhist 
culture to Zhoushan Island. 
 
The original five hundred arhats in the Zen Sculpture Garden on the sea were reduced to 
only 230. Due to the city’s expansion and demands for real estate, developers had 
already filled in the sea where Zhu had originally planned to construct the arhats. 
Because at that time, it was impossible to buy the ocean, the arhats in the Guanyin 
project could only be moved to the long embankment where the government had already 
reclaimed the sea. The result was not bad. These arhats, lined up along the sea, became 
the world’s only 800-meter long embankment of granite arhats, and the largest land art 
park on the sea. 
 
Lotus Island eventually became the embodiment of Zhu’s conception of spiritual, natural 
and cultural ecology and built environment. The designer wishes to convey to the world 
both Zen Buddhist culture and the ecological theory that humankind is an integral part of 
nature. The island acts as a case study for these themes. Its Zen Buddhist art, built into 
Putuo’s mountainside, attracts many tourists; its sacred temple pleases both the 
bodhisattva Guanyin and visitors.  
 
Today, Lotus Island is the world’s largest work of maritime land art. Zhu Renmin 
undertook all of the investment, planning, construction, sculpture, landscaping, and 
interior design on the island.  
 
 



 
Master Plan of Putuo Lotus Island Zen Buddhist Sculpture Garden  

 
Bird’s eye View of Putuo Lotus Island 
 
  



 

 
Art Museum: Entry of Lotus Island 
 

 
Hui’e Plaza 
 
 
  



This was once a lonely, deserted island. Before its restoration, there was hardly anything 
green. There were no roads, and no running water, heating, electricity, communications, 
docks or shipping routes. The government did not provide any infrastructure or funds to 
the island it sold. All of the work and expenses fell to Zhu Renmin. Progress was 
extremely difficult—made more so due to the peculiar marine environment, with its tidal 
fluctuations, reefs and high incidence of typhoons. These conditions caused all sorts of 
unimaginable difficulties and challenges for the designer. 
 
Zhu Renmin designed and implemented a strategic plan based on his own philosophical 
approach. Using his knowledge of art, Zen Buddhism, and philosophy, along with his 
personal funds, team building, and operational capacity, he carried out more than twenty 
years of “unified planning, step-by-step implementation, rolling development,” 
simultaneously constructing and opening sites. The designer adapted to local conditions 
and acted according to circumstances. Without the benefit of running water, electricity, 
or transportation, he used the most primitive methods and an original approaches in order 
to carry out the design and construction.  



 
Gate with Cultural Details at the Entry of Arhat Causeway 



 
Zhu Renmin’s artist studio for investment, design and construction on the Lotus Island 
provides a free creative venue for local fishermen 
 
 

 
Local Cultural Details on the Wall of Artist Studio 
 
  



The rendering of the architectural and landscape details reflected Zhu’s philosophy in the 
harmonious relationship between spiritual, natural and cultural ecology and built 
environment.  
 
Zhu used local stone as construction material to make a painting surface of the main 
building's outer facade that can withstand stormy weather. Traditional houses in the local 
style combine as a whole to create a form like a mosaic in the rubble, centered in the 
frame of the plane.He used original brick and tile work gathered from dilapidated local 
houses to decorate the roofs.  The walls on the side have been roughly painted an 
uninhibited, almost boorish, pink.  
 
The combination of the buildings and the mountains often creates a site where hard and 
soft, natural and artificial mix. To avoid an abrupt harshness, Zhu made use of original 
materials found locally on the mountain and in the sea, such as local grasses. That way 
the bronze sculptures of arhats naturally meld with the mountain, extending to the walls.  
Zhu delegated the building of the steps behind the entrance to some migrant workers, 
trying to leave his creative method to embody the same tension between intention and 
non-intention seen in Zen Buddhist painting. Tired of the tons of leftover waste from 3 
decades of development and construction in China, he wanted to cherish the connection 
between old local-style houses to the earth and celebrate its timelessness. The migrant 
workers built steps that were downright rustic. The eaves are striking in their local style, 
the entrance exhibits an unmistakable bucolic quality: humble, plain, and lovely, and in 
harmony with the main building.  
 
Given that Lotus Island has just a bit of reef and hillside sloping into the wide open sea, 
revealing a wild expansiveness. Zhu made it so that the area between the two major 
mountains acts as an open corridor. Three buildings sit in the roundabout, working in 
tandem with their environment. The green of the cliffs and the buildings’ stone gables 
together suggest strength. A steep trail cuts through the center. Combined this creates a 
small public space that evokes an island fishing village. The expansive wilderness at the 
center of the island makes the incoming flow of people immediately forget the desolation 
of the reef. As they enter, each becomes a part of the buildings' function.   
 
Passing through this small center region, one feels as boundless as the sea and sky. 
Looking into the distance at Putuo Mountain, the island seems to float gracefully among 
white waves.  The arhats guide you forward in your journey along the cliffs. Turn around 
on the mountain path, and step through into the alcove is Hui'e Square. Built in 
commemoration of the Japanese monk Hui’e, the first to burn incense for Guanyin on the 
island, some 1200 years ago (late Liang Dynasty, 907-923), this square uses elements of 
Japanese landscape architecture, the square's ground is paved with local pebbles and 
bluestone.  
 
  



This project has taken more than twenty years of work, amounting to a total investment of 
fifty million yuan. All the funds came out of Zhu’s own pocket, from savings and personal 
funds of an artist who still lives in his own studio in a minimal lifestyle, owning no 
properties. Early on, Zhu, the owner and the designer himself Putuo Lotus Island, had 
made a conscious decision that the island would be made permanently open to the 
public, allowing everyone free access for recreation and worship. 
 
Zhu’s island project has made major contributions to the global conversation on island 
preservation, Zen Buddhist art, and the built environment, and has been recognized as a 
“national educational demonstration base” by the Cultural Industry Innovation camp, 
Development Academy of Shanghai Jiaotong University. Praised by scholars in China and 
abroad, Lotus Island won the Special Award for Outstanding Artwork at China’s second 
International Architecture Biennale. It has also gained recognition from the UN Food and 
Agriculture Organization..The island is a classic example of Zhu Renmin’s three ecologies 
of “spirit, nature, and culture,” as described in his Human Ecological Restoration. 
 
 

 
Zhu Renmin created a bird's-eye view of the Lotus Island Guanyin project using ballpoint 
pen art and began to fully design and implement it 
  



 

 

 
Zhu Renmin spent eighteen years investing and personally carving the 800m granite 
Arhat walkway to Lotus Island 
 



 
Arhat Blocking Waves 
 

 
Towards Putuo Mountain 



 
Arhat Enjoying Tea and Arhat Riding Seahorse  
 
 
 
 



IV.  Other Miscellaneous  
Material



Artist’s Statement 
 
I have no ideology, no “ism.” I’m just a blade of grass on the lawn, a flea that can’t lift up the covers, a 
mudfish that can’t make a wave. But I clearly feel the blood of five thousand years coursing through my 
body, the greatness I have inherited. That inheritance can stand strong, can go to battle, can pay for 
heartfelt ideals with human life.  
 
From Plato’s Republic, to Owen and Saint-Simon’s Utopia, to ancient China’s Hundred Schools of 
Thought, these great thinkers all devoted their lives to their countries and their people. Whether through 
reason or expression, each of them represent the sage’s quest to find harmony, happiness, freedom, and 
equality for all humanity. 
 
The protective, contradictory, forthright, symmetrical figure of the cross encapsulates the perpendicularity 
of Western philosophical forms. Each of its doctrines and stories strive to praise justice, science, 
humanities, and reason. “God” gave Europe a good piece of land. Light dispelled the shadows of the dark 
ages, let the ugly side of capital be continuously repaired, and lead the simultaneous advancement of the 
spiritual and the material. Our great agricultural nation and its intellectual achievement naturally produced 
the taijitu, the map of the universe anchored by the symbol of yin and yang, and which shaped the path of 
progress in its winding, cyclical, endless way.  
 
I don’t have a mansion or a brand-name car. I don’t have the trillionaire’s knack for making money. I 
certainly don’t have the disposition of the “great masters” to build one palace after another for myself. 
What I do have flowing through my veins are tenacity, pride, aloofness, and ambition. I despise evil and I 
worship my heroes. I love and care for the humanities. Along with these I have my narcissism, my 
radicalism, and the filth of my mind and my body. I seek purity in the Three Teachings of Confucius, 
Buddha, and the Dao. I am moved to tears by Confucius, Mencius, Laozi, Zhu Renminangzi, by the poet 
Qu Yuan, and the priest Xuanzang. I am in constant dialogue with Plato, Aristotle, Owen, Saint-Simon, 
Tolstoy, and Rousseau. For decades I have lived among the farmers, the workers, the students, and the 
peddlers. They have given me strength, hope, and kindness. They are the ones who truly sustain us! Mao 
Zedong said it right: “Art serves the workers, the peasants, and the soldiers.” I sing of their joy and sorrow. 
But it is more important that I move them to recognize their own cultural value, to struggle with them to 
rejuvenate our national culture.  
 
As we watch our leaders bring us into prosperity, my compatriots understand something much better than 
I: a nation without a cultural spirit is no nation at all, no matter how much the economy grows. A nation’s 
economy can be recovered in a few years, but if their culture withers away, it cannot be redeemed even in 
100 years. In this era we don’t worry about money or know-how; what we worry about is spirit, a spirit of 
cultural greatness, a spirit of heroism, a spirit of selfless devotion; what we worry about is this afflicted, 
incurable generation of artists; how to wipe away this thick dust with the splendor of 1,000 years, and 
return this vital energy to our children, our lost, lifeless children.  
 
What should I do? What can I do? I can’t shock the heavens or move the earth. I can’t sadden ghosts or 
please gods, but I can’t make a spine and must make do with a fish bone. I’m wary of the cheap glory so 
readily available on the shelf and on paper. I build functional land art from unfettered artistic vision and 
the methods of radical humanities, nature, ecology, and Pragmatism, for the direct enjoyment and use of 
the masses.  
 
When I crawled out of my paralysis, I picked up a cane and impatiently dragged myself down the 
mountain, then wandered the earth with just 300 yuan in my pocket. I select the most forsaken of 
landscapes destroyed by man, the classic wastelands—barren beaches, deserted islands, denuded cliffs, 
polluted canals, rivers, lakes, cities—and sink myself and my destiny into building utopias. I rely on that 
adaptability which so often eludes every artist, on my God-given, omnidirectional artistic understanding, 



and on the fighting spirit of our earliest ancestors in my blood, to “save the environment with art,” to walk 
the path of “spiritual, natural, and cultural ecologies,” and to ceaselessly practice and create in order to 
test my ability and ideas. I know that during my lifetime this utopian endeavor will largely end in defeat, 
yet I am trying to pass down my life’s work through the vehicle of art and the mission of restoring the 
“three ecologies.” Throughout history, this has been no easy task for the artist. They must endure misery, 
hardship, setback, and loneliness. They must possess dauntless will, heroic spirit, and the ability to master 
the market, management, art, and philosophy. They must have mastery over all forms of art: architecture, 
sculpture, landscape, painting, interior design.  
 
As the Buddhist saying goes, “If I don’t go to Hell, who will?” If these actions are simply amusing, it’s 
because of my partiality to a bright future for my descendants. If these thoughts are simply absurd, it’s 
because they’re ahead of the times. If humanity can accommodate the lovability of Ah Q and the courage 
of Don Quixote, then surely it can contain the absolute sincerity of the next generation of common people.  
 
 
Zhu Renmin Saving the Environment through Art  
Guangming Daily  
July 1, 2013 first edition  
 
Over the past 30 years, he has founded a brand new discipline, “Human Ecological Restoration”, and proposed a new theory of 
“Saving the Environment Through Art, Rescuing Humanity.” 
 
Relying on his own efforts, he put this new theory into practice, designing and restoring ten major ecological restoration projects. 
Each of these projects constitutes a stunning masterpiece of land art. UN officials called him the "Da Vinci of China," and the 
president of the Italian Artists Association stated that he had created "an artistic expression that has not appeared since the 
Renaissance". The United Nations Foundation, the Shanghai World Expo, and Zhejiang University have each established art museums 
in his honor.…      
 
Discipline Founded: Human Ecological Restoration 
 
Zhu Renmin was born in 1949 at the home of his grandfather, the master painter Pan Tianshou. At the age of 4, he studied painting 
with his grandfather. At the age of 14, his exam scores gained him admittance to the high school affiliated with the China Academy 
of Art, but he was ultimately rejected from the school due to his class origin and family background. 
 
He accompanied his parents when they were “sent down” to do manual labor in Zhoushan. During that period, he worked as a 
fisherman, blacksmith, teacher, lifeguard, and in set design. These hardships spurred his determination, and made him study 
diligently.  He taught himself literature, painting, calligraphy, sculpture, architecture and other disciplines. In 1979, at the age of 
30, he became famous at the Second China Youth Art Exhibition. His traditional Chinese painting “Reunion on the High Seas” won 
an award, and was featured with Luo Zhongli’s oil painting “Father” and Wang Gongyi’s block print “Qiu Jin” in the 1981 Ministry of 
Culture’s "Chinese Art Yearbook". Since then, his paintings have frequently won awards at the National Art Exhibition. 
 
Pan Tianshou praised him for his ability to paint. The famous painter Lu Yanshao said he “will be the defender of Pan’s legacy”. Pan 
Gongkai, Dean of the Central Academy of Fine Arts, called him “a rare kind of talent in this pragmatic, machine-like educational 
system. This era truly needs such artistic talents". 
 
And yet, his thinking about "Human Ecological Restoration" only began in the five years he spent bedridden due to paralysis. 
 
In 1978, while working on an enormous, 300-meter traditional Chinese painting, Zhu Renmin fell from a scaffold. The doctor said he 
would never stand again.  In the following five years, Zhu Renmin did not give up hope. Though bedridden, he studied hard and read 
widely, researching the relationships between traditional Chinese philosophy, aesthetics, the humanities, and nature. 
 
This learning, researching, and reflecting pushed his thinking to a higher level. The rapid development of the world economy has led 
to the destruction of the environment: The extension of the highways has shattered the cliffs along the way and scarred the 
landscape; Clearing land for agricultural development has caused severe desertification and rampant sand storms; Deserted islands 
have been leveled and the tidal pools have been buried... 
 
Profound knowledge and difficult life experience nurture his thinking. After five years of paralysis, Zhu Renmin miraculously stood 
up. In 1986, he began traveling to Hong Kong, Macau, Europe and the United States. He increased his knowledge of scholarly work, 
gave lectures and exhibitions, broadened his horizons, and laid a solid foundation for launching a new discipline’s theories and 
practices. 
 



In Singapore, Zhu Renmin saw for the first time the practice of humankind restoring the environment that they themselves had 
damaged: repairing estuaries and docks. And for the first time he encountered the subject of landscape design. He quickly realized 
that this discipline enabled one to use art to restore damaged environments. 
 
Zhu Renmin set his sights on founding the new discipline of human ecological restoration. In 1992, he took the lead in introducing 
landscape design to China, and became the dean of the Design Institute of Landscape and Architecture at the China Academy of Art. 
He later established the Hangzhou Pan Tianshou Institute of Environmental Art, along with a professional landscape design company. 
He began to work on the rivers, deserts, and bare cliffs of China’s north and south, toiling to rehabilitate the most forsaken of 
landscapes destroyed by humankind. 
 
After more than 10 years of hard work, the three major parts of the philosophical framework of his human ecological restoration 
studies began to take shape: spiritual ecology, natural ecology, and cultural ecology. 
 
Restoring Nature: Creating Land Art Works 
 
Zhu Renmin realized that it was time to test his theory with practice. In 1996, he started with the place he knew best, Lotus Island.  
 
Lotus Island is a small island on the edge of Putuo Mountain, a celebrated Buddhist shrine. It resembles Guanyin, the Goddess of 
Mercy, floating in the Lotus Sea, protecting the sea and sky. While the locals will conduct large-scale land reclamation projects on 
this small island to develop real estate, the Reclining Guanyin will probably disappear from the earth forever. 
 
A new idea occurred to Zhu Renmin: he should carry out ecological restoration practices on Lotus Island. He approached the local 
government with a bold proposal: to establish the world’s largest sea art work-- Putuo Marine Sculpture Park. 
 
“Saving the Environment Through Art, Rescuing Humanity” sparked a series of practices.  
 
In 1999, in the outer suburbs of Yinchuan, 13,000 mu of desert stretch endlessly into the bleak horizon. A lone willow stands 
tenaciously in the setting sun. The vast desert seemed lonely, with its long river flowing into the sunset. Zhu Renmin was moved by 
this “impressionist painting”. 
 
Where did the desert’s lush old willow tree come from? Its water source must be under the sand! Findings from a survey of the old 
willow tree made Zhu Renmin believe that there was water in the ground. 
 
Sure enough, after excavation, groundwater gushed out. 
 
Over six years, Zhu Renmin created a miracle of human ecological restoration: Yinchuan Mingcui Lake National Wetland Park was 
established. This is the only national wetland park in China’s western region or along the Yellow River Basin.  The wetlands attracted 
hundreds of thousands of migratory birds, which became local wonders. Experts from the World Wetland Conservation Organization 
visited this masterpiece and were extremely surprised and excited. 
 
"Design is the best means of conveying spiritual ecology, artistic ecology and natural ecology." Zhu Renmin said this. He applied this 
“best means” freely and continuously.  
 
During the construction of a parking lot near the Putuo marina in Zhoushan, cliffs were blasted to quarry the stone, leaving a bare 
cliff 1 kilometer long and tens of meters high. This is a scar on the earth. The local government sought help from Zhu Renmin in an 
attempt to heal the scars. Zhu Renmin heroically responded, producing an enormous traditional Chinese painting, “The Potala Palace 
by the Sea”, and then adapting that painting into the blueprint for a design. When that design was fixed in a large architectural 
complex filled with an island-style fishing village, the experts from the UN Foundation were stunned. They had been sent by the UN 
Foundation to do a preliminary inspection of the Zhu Renmin Art Museum. In admiration, they exclaimed that this was an 
“architectural wonder,” an "eternal art," and among "the most magnificent works of art" in the world. 
 
Zhu Renmin’s ecological restoration art has a distinctive feature: he first depicts restoration projects in traditional Chinese paintings, 
and then converts those paintings into architecture, landscapes, sculptures, and gardens. His land art work "embodies an artist's 
imagination, the accuracy of an engineer, and the depth of a philosopher." 
 
By 2012, Zhu Renmin had basically completed the ten foremost ecological restoration projects. These ten major projects are all 
unparalleled works of landscape art. His original intention to “save the environment through art and rescue humanity” attained 
preliminary verification. 
 
To this extent, the academic framework of “Human Ecological Restoration Studies” has been completed. Zhu Renmin published 
more than thirty treatises, including “Ecological Context in the Development of Western China” and "The Grand Canal: The 
Landscape Architecture of Hangzhou Shengli River’s Ancient Water Street." He has written numerous other documents on ecological 
restoration. He has also created a distinctive model for art education: using his own ecological restoration works as the primary 
objects of study, implementing on-site teaching in the museum for all sorts of art classes, establishing on the museum’s peripheries a 
workshop for the creative practice of various kinds of art. Together, these enable teachers and students to directly combine theory and 
practice. 
 
After completing the ten major restoration projects, Zhu Renmin began to disseminate his new theory both at home and abroad. 




